Agenda
Parks Committee
CITY of ROELAND PARK
Wednesday October 9th, 2019; 6:00pm-8:00pm
Roeland Park City Hall
Committee:
Advisory Team
Emily Hage
Russell McCorkle
Jennifer Provyn
Kathleen Whitworth
Laura Yankoviz

(Anticipated) Guests:
Donnie Scharff (Public Works Director)
Claudia McCormick (Council Advisor)
Tom Madigan (Council Alt-Advisor)
Jen Hill (Council Alt-Advisor)

Dan McGee (Lamp and Rynearson/City
engineer)

George Knipp (Hollis+Miller/City architect
for R Park pavilion and restroom)

PURPOSE. The purpose of the parks advisory committee is to make recommendations to the governing body
concerning city owned parks and parkland. The committee shall also act as a tree board to recommend
regulations relating to the planting of trees, shrubs and other plantings upon city owned property; to promote
beautification of the city and the protection of the public health and safety; and to provide for the preservation
and removal of diseased tree, shrubs and plantings.
I.

Administrative
A. Call to order
1. Amendments to Agenda
2. Approve September minutes
3. Community Voices
a. Graffiti removed from R Park parking lot park signage; ``Nowhere’’ was written under the
``You are here’’ icon
b. Granada Park group interested in talking with Parks about the “ROPO” social presence in the
skate community, the possibility for streaming the park, the potential for signage at the park,
and work to promote a culture of responsible stewardship of the park (e.g., promoting
keeping it picked up, etc.)
i.
Given the packed agenda for the October meeting, the Parks Chair requested that the
representative consider attending the November meeting; concern was time limitations
that could result in the Committee not giving this group and topic adequate introduction,
discussion, and development time in the October meeting

II.

Old Business
A. Budget
1. Available for expenditure: $2768.35 (after subtracting out the est $3k for sculpture landscaping)
B. R Park
1. See Red Run sculpture and plaque landscaping [R Park_phase1_landscaping 8-30-19.pdf, pg. 1]
a. 2 separate cost estimates, both 100% over budget
i. City engineers: [LampRynearson_scuplturePlaqueLandscaping_estimate_2019-09-12]
ii. City forestry service: [ArborMasters_scupltureLandscaping_estimate_2019-10-01;
ArborMasters_plaqueLandscaping_estimate_2019-10-01]
2. Marque:
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a. Events for the rest of the year to advertise: Oct: Halloween event at Community Center; Nov:
11/5 == general election; Dec: 12/5 == tree lighting ceremony
3. Pavilion and restroom design concerns
a. Citizen (who is also an architect) provided concerns to a Councilmember
b. Parks reviewed the concerns and requested feedback from the project architect
c. Project architect feedback incorporated into the existing feedback and included for public
review and transparency (Attachment 1)
4. Master Plan phase 1 cost estimates (George Knipp; Dan McGee) [R Park Ph 1 - Pavilion & RR DD
Estimate Rev 9_18_19.pdf]
a. Pavilion, restroom, and site costs are broken out separately in the base bid
b. 5 alternates are additional costs to the base bid
c. Base bid is approximately equal to the Council budget ($887,496; this amount is inclusive of
the ~$50k fundraised for the pavilion) [CIP_2019-thru-2028_PlanItByDeptAndSource_201910-09.pdf, pg. 4]
d. These specific estimates are NOT final numbers that would be used for the project
i. Estimates are provided to show the project broken down by item
ii. These are likely high due to inclusion of:
 7.5%-to-8% design/estimate contingency
 17.5% general conditions line item
C. Nall Park
1. Arts Advisory Committee recommended the purchase of Vadim Kharchenko’s piece “Eucalyptus”
for installation in one of the two rain gardens (Attachment 2)
2. Roe House Play Structure
a. Historical signage update (Kathleen/Tom)
3. Trail fall community work day and volunteer/orientation [NallPark_WorkDay_2019-10-19.docx]
a. Delegate tasks from …WorkDay_2019-10-19… document
b. Urban Trail Co flyers for promotion across media platforms [Nall Park Work Day
2019_green_Community.pdf; Nall Park Work Day 2019_orange_MountainBikers.pdf]
c. Link to the event on the Nall Park singletrack Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/events/676338742877062
d. Additional information provided by Linda Lehrbaum from KC Wildlands regarding honeysuckle
and weed control (Attachment 3)
4. Items for Parks and the City to keep on the radar for the trail [NallPark_Trail_itemsOnRadar_201909-30_jpAndUTC]
5. 2019 Amenities Objective for Nall Park [NallPark_Amenities_BidOptions_2019-10-08.pdf]
a. Came in under budget (including freight/shipping)
b. Lead time once ordered is 7-9 weeks
c. Public Works can install over the winter months if this is the direction from the City
III.

New Business
A. Nall Park/Community Center
1. Replace banner in park prior to work day; banner at Community Center entrance is still
serviceable (Attachment 4)
B. R Park
1. Any update on security camera? (Public Works/Donnie)
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2. Consider delegating this research out to a Parks member to report back to the team
C. Forestry/Public Works
1. Tree map for R Park (Laura, Russell)
2. Strategy for organizing the research to eventually make the recommendation to Council that
money be allocated for both
a. tree maintenance+liability inspections and necessary/proactive mitigation procedures
(currently in budget)
b. tree health inspections and proactive mitigation procedures (currently not in budget)
3. Roe 2020 trees and inclusion in future Roeland Park arboretum certification
a. Parks member delegate needs to own this project and keep the team updated
D. Sweany Park (Kathleen)
1. Use Keystone Ridge (and free February shipping) for new benches?
2. Already have the dual trash/recycle bin that could be installed
3. Work to make this a priority going into 2020
a. Delegate Parks member to own this
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Attachment 1: Responses to R Park pavilion and restroom design concerns; Project Architect feedback in
green
SHELTER
I understand that when the park was laid out there was to be a direct center connection to the grassy area to the north,
with no center columns on that side so families could easily play in the “yard” and that a band could play out of it and give
concerts facing north (people in lawn facing south).
There was drawing that had an amphitheater/wedding pavilion master planned at the NE corner of the park. This older
masterplan did not have a main pavilion. The task force mission was to create shade and a main pavilion. We had the
idea to use this main pavilion for multi-functions, one of them being the performance stage. The parks committee liked
this idea, because the main pavilion would already have electricity. At the very least, this would provide a good
temporary stage. The current performance stage faces north and audience would face south.
Just like the small shelters designs, it is never a good idea to have open beams outside. They many times these will
become bird roosts, and therefore bird poop gets dropped heavily near them. It may not have happened yet with the
small shelters, but once trees start to grow in the area, I would bet a lot that birds will find these and litter the concrete
below.
The task force did discuss this. We used the Roe Park pavilion as a precedent, in that there are some trusses that provide
an economical and good solution to lateral loads and are not located directly above tables. The trusses also provide more
visual interest than a fully open space, which the task force liked. The current design is a balance of
function/economy/aesthetics.
I would go with larger timber beams (laminated or not) and strong moment connections vs. making “pin-connection”
trusses.
Redesigning with all moment connections will most likely increase the costs and significantly change the aesthetics.
Aesthetically I think the columns look too thin. Even if not needed structurally (but with no beams they likely will need to
grow), I can’t imagine that upsizing the columns by 2” to 4” in each direction would be that costly for the 19 columns.
Visually, it may be true that bigger columns would look more pleasing aesthetically on a big structure. Another member
of the task force has raised this issue several times as well.
I think the toilet columns should match.
This is a possibility. Keep in mind the current design has the columns and beams at the same width so they can be welded
smooth and painted, just like smaller pavilions, if we increase columns we may want to increase beam widths too. Note
that this would have cost implications.
Sheet A20, upper left: I really don’t like how the ends of the beams are highlighted by the sun just to the left of the
fireplace under the roof. Exposed ends of wood will deteriorate with that exposure to water and sun.
The beams are all steel. Not wood.
--- --- --TOILET BUILDING
At the very least, fill in the wood above the beam and below the joists so birds don’t make nests and birds don’t perch on
the beam.
The beam is steel, so infilling with wood would not be simple detail. We don’t think this is necessary and could reference
other local projects with similar or same detail (i.e. Roe Park in Overland Park).
I’m not a fan of the material patterns or lack of integration with each other. I like the general use of stone, but not the
“spackled” color, especially with the “spackled” or multi-color wood above it.
These rendering are meant to give a general sense of material. Combined with the actual material selection process, the
color/patterns will be refined.
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Then there is the bluish slate? Will there be slate in the shelter to combined the designs? I like to think of it as using “color
jump” in a painting – if there is a red shirt, one might put bits of red or orange in the background to make the picture
appear more holistically tied together.
There is no slate. The only cladding materials are stone (limestone) and Fiberon. The blueish color would be the grey
Fiberon. Colors can be refined after pricing.
With these three different materials separated, the design is inherently not integrated. It looks splotchy to me.
Aesthetically (think selecting clothes to wear), print patterns go with solids, but clash with other prints, especially if a
similar scale. You wouldn’t wear paisleys with stripes.? I don’t really go for the horizontal striped wood either. If there is a
story about local stone behind these patterns, I may see one or the other as justified.
Aesthetic opinions will always vary. We do not agree with the comment that the restrooms have a “lack of integration”.
All structures have been designed in the same style and same materials. They all have the same stone, steel
columns/beams, wood trusses/joists, wood decking, metal roof. The restrooms is the only structure with actual walls and
therefore more cladding. Horizontal wood cladding was selected and approved because it is a good fit with the
neighborhood. Stained cedar was originally suggested (to be harmonious with the roof decking) but has been changed to
the Fiberon because its lower maintenance, and still has nice wood look. The design thinking of the “color-shift” is to give
the restroom building a little bit of color, in the same spirt as the metal panels do for the pavilions.
ADA - technically their toilet door and outside doors are too close to each other to be ADA compliant. Doors in series
opening the same direction cannot be closer than 4’-0” (ADA Section
404.2.6). These appear to be about 3’-0”. I think the plan needs to grow by about 1’-0” in the north-south direction to
make roof for this. If the toilet door opened into the ADA toilet stall and the latch side was at least 56” away from the
plumbing wall (if a wall-hung toilet, or 59” if a floor-mount toilet), I believe the design shown would work. If the toilet stall
door opens out toward the sink as shown, it is not compliant.
We can swing the stall door into the stall. Or we can always increase the depth of the building, if the budget allows.
Also, doors cannot swing into accessible turning radii as the toilet compartment doors are shown now. Seeing that, they
can put the turning radius under the sink, so I don’t think it is a problem, just not properly drawn.
Doors can swing into the turning radius (304.4). Doors can not swing into the ADA clearances for fixtures, like the toilet or
sink.
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Attachment 2: Art for Nall Park: “Eucalyptus” by Vadim Kharchenko
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Attachment 3: Honeysuckle and weed control guidance from Linda Lehrbaum at KC Wildlands

Honeysuckle screening the apartments: Not ideal to remove this until there is a plan in place to do
immediate re-plantings to prevent major erosion. On a steep hillside like this, suggestion is to start with
the bottom/near the trail and gradually over the years work up the hillside, replanting/replacing as we
go. River oats are one possibility for replanting/replacing; viburnum is a good option if something
shrubbier is needed. The presence of pokeweed is a very good sign: it is a strong indicator that the
removed honeysuckle did not kill out the native seed bank.
Wintercreeper: Will become a problem as it spreads, similar to honeysuckle in that it can choke out
native plants and become a mono-culture. It has to be pulled by hand and needs to be replanted with a
replacement to control erosion on the hillside where it is popping up. (Not an item being addressed at
the 10/17/19 work day.)
Welcome mat: it is likely that the mix growing there includes Johnson grass, which is very aggressive and
can only be controlled (not really eradicated) through repeated spraying. The best strategy is to trim this
specific area aggressively in the spring/summer to encourage more feet and tires on the section. While it
is not recommended that people use their personal trimmers on the majority of the trail (shrubby plants
can be very hard on equipment), this is one place where a committed volunteer might make a big
difference with a regular home trimmer.
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Attachment 4: Nall Park singletrack trail head banners
Banner trail head at Nall Park entrance (it is ripped):

Banner trail head at Community Center entrance (only wear is curling and some sagging):
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